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Dear Sirs,
Interested Party Reference Number: LLTC-AFP055
Northumbrian Water Limited
We write on behalf of Northumbrian Water Limited (NWL). At the Issue Specific Hearing on the draft DCO held on Tuesday
14 May 2019, the Applicant (SCC) noted that an agreement in principle had been reached with NWL and that both parties
would seek to conclude this agreement prior to today’s deadline. In addition, SCC confirmed that a further minor
amendment would be made to Requirement 12 of the draft DCO to include a requirement for the performance reviews to be
carried in 2027 and 2037.
NWL has continued to work with SCC, but as of today, this has not yet been concluded. It is still anticipated that this will
conclude prior to the end of the DCO Examination, but until that is confirmed, NWL would note that the outstanding
concerns raised in its previous written representations remain valid and should be taken into consideration by the Examining
Authority as part of their consideration of the application.
We will seek to provide an update to the Examining Authority as soon as possible, and in any event as part of any final
submissions at Deadline 11.
Yours faithfully,

ROBERT GOWING

Senior Associate
BRYAN CAVE LEIGHTON PAISNER LLP - London, UK
robert.gowing@bclplaw.com
T: +44 (0)20 3400 2131  
Virtual meeting room: 4797142
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